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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a system, as well as a method for the generation of a signal correlated with a manual,
especially gesture-like input operation executed by a user with his hands or fingers relative to a physical device, in which
this signal is used for the control of an electronic device, especially of a computer system provided for using a user program.
[0002] The aim of the invention is to create solutions, by which it is possible to generate input signals for signal
processing operations, especially as control signals for user program interactions, which correlates particularly reliably
and accurately with manual, especially gesture-like input operations executed by the user. US 2006/232567 A1 describes
a system for providing capacitive multi-touch sensing.
[0003] This problem can be solved by a system, method and display as defined in the independent claims. Further
enhancements are characterized in the dependent claims. According to an embodiment, a system for generating input
signals, that correlates as such with manual input operations executed by the user, comprises:

- an electrode group integrated into an equipment component comprising several flat shaped and adjacent electrodes,
and

- a circuit arrangement coupled with the electrodes of the electrode group,
- wherein the electrode group and the circuit arrangement constitute a sensor circuit allowing both a detection of a

status of a physical contact of the equipment component, and a detection of the position of the hand or a finger of
a user in an area spatially located above the equipment component.

[0004] Thus it is advantageously possible to create an input interface for manual input operations coordinated by the
user, which allows to reliably distinguish between a free spatial movement of a finger and the physical contact of a
structure, which accommodates the electrode arrangement. In a particularly advantageous mode it is possible to handle
in this way gestures, as well as cursor control and selection processes, which are concluded or validated with a contact
process, or contain one or several brief contact phases. The invention is suitable in a particular extent for the implemen-
tation of a "hidden interface", by which in the case of electronic equipments with usual design attributes can be offered
an intuitively well controllable additional function. The invention is suitable especially for the use in the case of distinct
plane shaped equipment components, especially displays, housings, user panels and especially also computer key-
boards.
[0005] According to a particular embodiment of the present invention, the position detection is accomplished by means
of a receiving electrode subgroup contained in the electrode group that comprises several subelectrodes spaced from
each other.
[0006] The individual electrodes are outlined preferably in such a way that the totality of the electrodes represents an
area closed to a large extent. The electric connection of these electrodes to the circuit arrangement can be accomplished
in such a way that the touch detection takes place by electric effects, which act primary on an electrode of the electrode
group and in doing so it is detected by means of this electrode. This electrode can be configured in such a way, that it
represents the largest electrode in size. This electrode can be configured in such a way, that it extents substantially on
the same area as the position detection electrodes. This electrode provided for detecting the touch can be arranged
also in front, or preferably behind the position detection electrodes.
[0007] The detection of the touch can take place for example by the electrode determining the existence of a significant
capacitive coupling of the electrode with the user. Preferably the electrode is covered with an insulator, so that no galvanic
contact of the electrode occurs. However embodiments are also possible, in which this electrode serving for the touch
detection can be galvanically contacted by the user.
[0008] Besides the detection of a touch status on the basis of a significant signal level it is also possible to determine
the touch detection on the basis of dynamic features of the influences acting on the electrode. So for example a pronounced
stagnancy of a voltage level applied on the electrode can be used, or a stagnancy of the capacitance of a capacitive
system constituted under inclusion of that electrode can be used on a certain level as circumstantial evidence, that a
status to be classified as contact may be given. The evaluation of a approximation status of the finger or the hand of an
user to the system according to the invention, as touch status, can also take place by several combined processing
criteria, especially of the absolute signal level, the derivative with respect to the time response of the signal level, as
well as where applicable also the results of triangulation. As a triangulation result that is indicative for a contact can be
effective for example a triangulation result, whose calculated individual distances to the position detection electrodes
reveal that the detected object lies at least relatively near to the level defined by the position detection electrodes.
[0009] The electrode group according to the invention can be configured to a great extent symmetrically relative to
the shape of the individual electrodes as well as the management of each of them towards the other. Such concepts
are especially suitable for one-hand input systems. It is also possible to configure the electrode group according to the
invention in such a way, that it can be accomplished by means of a two-hand input. For such applications the electrode
group can be configured in such a way that one zone of the same is intended for the particularly precise position detection
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for this purpose in an advantageous area of the corresponding device, and the remaining area is substantially intended
for the touch detection. In the case of the integration of the system into a computer keyboard according to the invention,
a particularly precise information about X-, Y-axis, and preferably about Z-axis can be also determined e.g. in the range
of number pads, whereas in the key pad area assigned to the left hand those touch detection substantially is laid-out
on the detection by the second hand of a contact of a physical component of the keyboard.
[0010] It is possible to gauge the system continuously, being processed for example the position information determined
in the case of contact accordingly with the signals detected before the hand is within the scope of the approximation,
i.e. still before the contact.
[0011] It is moreover possible to design and to connect the circuit arrangement and the electrodes in such a way, that
the function of the electrodes, as primary position detection electrodes or touch detection electrodes, can be determined
on the base of the memory. It is also possible to dynamically adjust the function of the electrodes. So, for each approx-
imation status for the position detection can be used an electrode group allowing a particularly reliable triangulation.
[0012] Preferably the electrode group is configured in such a way, that it comprises a main electrode and those
subelectrodes. The subelectrodes preferably are configured in such a way, that these each time have one smaller
electrode surface as the main electrode. The subelectrodes can be designed especially with a small surface, so that the
total area of the subelectrodes is smaller than the total area of the main electrode.
[0013] Especially in a configuration of the electrode group as a rectangular electrode system it is possible to arrange
the subelectrodes in the edge area of the detection zone. The subelectrodes can be arranged in such a way, that these
each time constitute an electrode pair that lies in front of the surface of the rectangle with respect to the centre. So it is
possible to obtain by means of a left and a right subelectrode relatively precise data about the X-axis and to obtain by
means of the lower and the upper electrode relatively precise data about the Y-axis. From the totality of this information
it can then be determined the information about the Z-axis with a certain accordance and further approximation appraisals.
[0014] Alternatively to the type of the subelectrodes as relatively long extended electrodes and electrodes extending
along the edge area of the detection zone it is also possible to place the subelectrodes, as relatively small, stout built
electrodes, in the corresponding edge areas of the detection zone.
[0015] The preceding described arrangement of the subelectrodes close to the border, or electrodes arranged in the
edge area is especially suitable in the case of use of the technique according to the invention in association with touch
pad display systems.
[0016] According to a further embodiment thought referred to the invention it is also possible to arrange the subelec-
trodes in an area embraced by the main electrode. The subelectrodes in this respect can be designed as an electrode
group substantially close to the centre, or they can be arranged alternatively also in such a way, that their surface centre
of gravity lie relatively close to the surface centre of gravity of an assigned quadrant or segment of the touch detection zone.
[0017] The electrode arrangement is preferably configured in such a way, that the detection zone represents a sub-
stantially rectangular area. The electrode subgroup in this respect is configured preferably basically rotation symmetrical
or even point symmetrical in the detection zone.
[0018] According to a particularly preferred embodiment of the invention the electrode subgroup is configured in such
a way, that it comprises four subelectrodes, and that the position of the subelectrodes is fixed in such a way, that the
surface centre of gravity of the subelectrodes represent the edges of a rectangle, a rhombus, or a square.
[0019] It is possible to fit the system according to the invention with a carrier electrode extending on one lower side
of the electrode faced away from the detection zone below the electrode group.
[0020] By means of this carrier electrode can be achieved a rearward shield. The carrier electrode can be connected
to the circuit arrangement or another driver circuit in such a way, that this carrier electrode is operated as shield electrode,
for the extensive shielding of the lower side of the electrode group. The carrier electrode can also be used even for the
touch detection (compare Fig. 15, 16).
[0021] By means of the invention it is possible to create an electronic device, that can be integrated into a device, in
order to detect the position and the movement of limbs, especially the finger of the user in a spatial area in front of the
device and to determine at the same time if the user touches the surface of the device. The invention creates a new
communication channel between the user and the device operated by the same, which combines the freedom of the
gesture control as well as the clearness of the operation based on the contact. The invention can be realized with an
economic and extremely compact hardware. The circuit arrangement can be realized where applicable by a single ASIC
(Application-specific integrated circuit). Alternatively the circuit according to the invention can be implemented discretely
also with commercially available components still in a relatively place saving way.
[0022] The present invention creates a bridge between control concepts based on contacts and based on gestures
without contact and allows integrating the technology into diffused computer applications (and similar). The invention
paves the way and back up the acceptance for, or from controls based on gestures.
[0023] The solution according to the invention comprises besides the system here indicated consisting of the particular
electrode arrangement and the assigned circuit arrangement also a method for the provision of signals, which, within
the scope of approximation processes, both includes extracted site information and touch information generated in case
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of contact of a equipment component.
[0024] Further particulars and features of the invention result from the following description in connection with the
drawings, wherein the figures show:

Figure 1 a schematic representation to illustrate the structure of an electrode group in a system
according to the invention for the combined gesture and contact detection;

Figure 2 a schematic representation to illustrate the circuitry connection of the electrode group
according to the figure 1 to a circuit arrangement executed as ASIC;

Figure 3 a schematic representation to illustrate two further variants of the configuration of the
electrode arrangement;

Figure 4 a chart diagram to illustrate the time response of signal levels for the motional and
contact processes;

Figure 5 a flowchart to illustrate a preferred variant of the signal processing according to the
invention;

Figures 6 to 9 further schematic representations to illustrate the structure of a further variant of elec-
trode groups according to the invention in a system according to the invention for the
combined detection of gestures and contact;

Figures 10 to 12 and 15, 16 sketches for deepened explanation of the concept according to the invention of the
combined contact detection;

Figures 13 and 14 sketches for the explanation of the concept according to the invention for the use in
connection with display devices:

Figures 17, 18 and 19 sketches to illustrate the use of the system according to the invention in connection with
data processors - in the present case note book or desktop computers and projection
apparatus.

[0025] Figure 1 shows the structure of the electrode group for a system according to the invention for generating input
signals correlating as such with manual input operations executed by the user.
[0026] The electrode group includes several plane shaped electrodes adjacent to each other EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and
EL5. These electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and EL5 are connected to a circuit arrangement which is explained more in
detail in the following in conjunction with the figure 2.
[0027] The electrode group defines in its totality a detection zone which both allows a spatial detection of limbs,
especially a finger of the user, as well as a detection of an approximation status to evaluate a contact. The circuit
arrangement connected to the electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and EL5 is configured in such a way, that via the electrode
group EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and EL5 both a touch detection and a position detection are obtained, wherein the position
detection is primarily executed by means of an electrode subgroup contained in the electrode group EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4
and EL5, that comprises several subelectrodes spaced from each other EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4.
[0028] The system can be configured in such a way, that moving objects (fingers, hands...) which are situated relatively
far over the electrodes, a presence detection or a slightly rougher position detection primarily occurs, that offers a limited
spectrum of the interaction options. So for example after a longer fail of keyboard entries a screensaver mode can be
disabled, when in a relatively wide spaced area the presence of the hands of the user is still recognized in front of a
keyboard. In the case of detection of the presence of limbs, especially the hands of the user in a wider spaced area also
certain user and gesture interpretation modes can be activated. So for example in the case of removing the hands from
a keyboard or a display screen of about 30 cm a corresponding computer can be switched into a "full screen mode", in
which no toolbars or vast control panels are visualised. In this full screen mode, few tendential rough motoric gestures
can be recognized, e.g. a hint with the flat hand as "page-turning gesture" or "back page gesture" and a corresponding
image reproduction can be initiated.
[0029] In the case of using the invention in a keyboard and at the same time in a display screen, an input mode via
screen can, for example, be prevented, when a sufficient approximation to the keyboard takes place. The system
according to the invention can also be used in a computer, such that, for example, by approximation with the finger of
the right hand to a display screen a cursor can be navigated on this display screen. By spatial gestures or finger
movements of the left hand relatively to the keyboard then certain functions can be coordinated like selections and
scales. Concretely e.g. with the finger of the right hand an image can be selected from the image preview with numerous
images arranged in lines and columns. By enlarging the distance between the thumb and the index finger of the left
hand near the left edge of a keyboard according to the invention, the selected image can be amplified "zoomed" and
diminished again. Also the drag and drop actions can be coordinated with this combi-system in an intuitive and particularly
good controllable way.
[0030] In the example of the embodiment shown here the electrode group EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and EL5 comprise a
main electrode GEN and those subelectrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4, EL5. The subelectrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4, EL5
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have each time one smaller electrode surface as the main electrode GEN. The subelectrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4
especially can be configured in such a way, that their total area is smaller than the effective total area of the main
electrode GEN.
[0031] The subelectrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 are arranged as can be seen in the edge zone of the detection zone.
The subelectrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 extend as small rectangular strips along the edge of the detection zone.
[0032] On the lower side, i.e. the rear side of the electrode group opposite to the input area is situated a generator
electrode GEN stressed by the voltage with the generator signal.
[0033] In the exemplary embodiment of the electrode arrangement shown in the figure 1 the latter comprises, as
already mentioned, four strip shaped subelectrodes serving as position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and a
centrally arranged touch detection electrode EL5. (the number of the electrodes can be smaller or greater depending
also on the application). The generator electrode GEN in this exemplary embodiment is placed below all measuring
electrodes. The electrodes are arranged in a structure of two layers with an insulating layer between. The electrode
arrangement in-this respect can be realized e.g. on a two layer printed circuit (see lower representation of Fig.).
[0034] A distinguishing feature of the lower arrangement, which allows the touch detection, is to manufacture the large
electrode EL5 such that it fills the surface not occupied by the electrodes EL1 to EL4. The touch-sensitive area therewith
extends over the electrodes EL1 to EL5.
[0035] In figures 2, 11, 12, and 14 the electronic circuits for the assigned electrode arrangements are illustrated
schematically.
[0036] As it can be seen in figure 2, the electrodes are connected to the inputs of the gesture IC / of the gesture circuit.
CH1 to CH5 are although the (same) channels of the circuit.
[0037] The measuring circuit presents highly resistive inputs. Therefore the electrode EL5 does not interfere with the
function of the position detection electrodes EL1 to EL4. The electrode EL5 has a strong capacitive coupling to the
generator electrode GEN and a similar electric potential. For this reason the range of the measuring device is not affected
by the introduction of the electrode EL5, this applies also for the electrode arrangements according to the figures 7 and
8. In this case the range even is increased by the effect of the electrode EL5.
[0038] The two exemplary embodiments shown in the figure 3 show two of the possibilities for the disposition of the
touch detection electrode EL5. The embodiment according to the figure 3a corresponds to the embodiment according
to figure lb. In the exemplary embodiment according to the figure 3b the touch detection electrode EL5 extends in a
level, that is displaced to the electrode level defined by the electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3 and EL4. The touch detection
electrode EL5 can be situated directly below the structure of a housing or a top layer of a display.
[0039] Especially the touch detection electrode EL5 can be executed as an extensive transparent electrode. This
transparent effect can be obtained in that the touch detection electrode EL5 being either executed sufficiently thin, for
example as a vacuum metallizing or chemically deposited metallic layer or e.g. an ITO layer, as a layer of a conductive
plastic material, or as a fine-webbed lattice structure.
[0040] In a full-surface cover of the electrodes serving as position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 it is possible
to provide recesses in the touch detection electrode, or to develop lower segments which can be decoupled from time
to time by the circuit arrangement, in order to not damage the field generation.
[0041] In figure 3 examples of the integration of this electrode arrangement into the housing G of the device are
illustrated. The partial frame (a) shows a variant, in which all the electrodes are situated inside a housing. In the partial
frame (b) the electrode EL5 is placed on the surface of the housing. In this case the signal change in the case of a
contact is the greatest and thus significantly dominant.
[0042] In figure 4 the indexes of refraction of the input signals scanned by the electrodes by means of the system are
illustrated according to the invention. The electrodes are covered with a plastic spacer (here the thickness d=6mm), so
that the finger of a user cannot touch directly the corresponding electrodes. The configuration of the electrode arrangement
based on this measurement corresponds to the disposition according to the figure 3a. The shown signal is the signal
scanned only by one electrode. The represented time lapse continuously amounts to 1 second. The individual partial
frames represent:

(a) a particularly fast movement of the hand near to the electrode arrangement without contact (further denominated
as "Gesture");

(b) approximation of a finger to an electrode up to the spacer and further resting on it ("touch and rest");

(c) a contact of the spacer with the finger with the following lifting-off of the finger, equivalently to a push of a button
("click event");

(d) a double touch of the spacer with the finger ("double click event").
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[0043] With the invention it is possible to detect gestures and touches of the user with high definition and to reliably
distinguish in this respect between the gestures and touches of the user. As it can be seen in figure 4, it is possible to
certainly discriminate a differentiation between movements of the type "Gesture" and the types "touch and rest", "click
event" and "double click event" even when using an electrically insulating spacer, i.e. of a case, or a cover (e.g. display
screen). (When the electrode EL5 lies on the surface of the device, the distinction however is still sharper.) The differ-
entiation takes place with the help of the features of the signal amplitude (it corresponds to the proximity to the device)
and the signal derivation thus the signal dynamics (corresponds to the speed of the movement).
[0044] It is characteristic for the "touch" and "click" movements, that the temporal variation of the signal at the arrival
of the finger experiences a strong change on the surface of the case, precisely from a high value to a value of at least
nearly zero (the surface is reached, no further movement possible, the finger becomes quiet). In the case of a "click"
and "double click events" follows a fast change, where applicable, a significant double change in a narrow temporal
sequence of the signal amplitude, that is characterised by a great negative value of the signal derivation.
[0045] In figure 5 a possible algorithm of the differentiation is shown. This processes, as input parameter, the amplitude
of the signal S, the derivative with respect to time of the signal dS/dt and the temporal difference A between the determined
events.
[0046] The signals of the electronic gestures have a strong non-linearity (as the square and cubic dependence from
the distance): the closer a finger, or a other action relevant object lies in a electrode, the greater is the absolute change
of the signal in an equal distance change. This attitude increases the security of the determination of the contact, because
also a slower approximation to the housing of the device means a great value of the signal derivation.
[0047] It could be detected experimentally, that it is not possible for a human to hold the finger very near to the surface
of the housing (large signal amplitude and high sensitivity for the smallest movements) in such a way, that this extraor-
dinary and status of untypical use could be confound with the contact and rest on the surface.
[0048] Unlike the fast movements from Fig. 4 (a) the signal for the movement of the finger in the normal speed has
clearly slower rise and fall times and is still less similar to a "click event".
[0049] In figure 6 another configuration of electrodes is shown, in which the position detection electrodes EL1, EL2,
EL3, EL4 though are arranged similar to the exemplary embodiment according to figure la in the external edge zone of
the touch detection zone, but not as thin strips, but rather as compact, stocky edge electrodes are executed. These
special edge electrodes have smaller sizes and lies in the edges of the detection area. The touch detection electrode
EL5 fills the area between the electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4.
[0050] Figure 7 shows a variant in which the position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 lie in the detection
area, and are surrounded by the touch detection electrode EL5. The position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4
are configured as coin size circular disks. Between these position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 and the
touch detection electrode EL5 are shaped relatively wide annular free zones.
[0051] Figure 8 shows a variant in which the position detection electrodes EL1, EL2, EL3, EL4 are executed extremely
compact and placed in the middle of the detection area. The touch detection electrode EL5 defines the detection area
for the contact. The detection range for determining the position is greater.
[0052] The geometries of the electrodes described above are exemplary types. Also other geometries are possible,
that can differ especially in the shape and its relative positions of the electrodes. It is also possible using instead of the
EL5 the generator electrode, as it is described below.
[0053] The number of the electrodes can be varied according to the application. The number of the position detection
electrodes can vary from 1 (mere approximation detection) to e.g. 8 or in special cases also more. Also the number of
the touch detection electrodes can vary. So e.g. the detection area can be divided in three lower zones with three touch
detection electrodes.
[0054] The connection of the electrodes to the gesture electronics denominated in the following as evaluation circuit
can take place by conducting paths, preferably shielded conducting paths, here not represented more in detail. Such
connections can be executed in a additional layer of printed circuits or in the case of the two-layer printed circuit exemplary
illustrated in Fig. 9 (for the electrode configuration of Fig. 8). The touch detection electrode and the generator of this
electrode can be provided with cuts, a particularly high signal quality being obtained, if these cuts as well as the conducting
paths of the connection of the electrodes preferably are a relative small portion of the electrode surface.
[0055] In figure 9 a variant is illustrated, in which besides the electrodes also the conducting paths of the connection
and whose possible contacting K can be recognized. It is possible to design this structure of the electrode as a widely
transparent structure that can be arranged at least nearly invisible directly on a display. The touch detection electrode
for this purpose can be executed as a extremely thin metallic layer, or as a ITO layer, or as a web / grid.
[0056] In the aforementioned description it was assumed that the touch detection electrode is connected to one of the
inputs of the gesture electronics. This input has not to be specially designed for this purpose. According to the invention
it is also possible to detect the capacitive load of the generator electrode by means of a corresponding modification of
the electronics and to derive on this basis an indicative signal for a touch status.
[0057] This approach is shown in figures 10 and 11. As it can be seen in figure 10 the generator electrode GEN acts
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as a touch detection electrode (see also the Fig. 1). The touch detection is effected by measuring the capacitive load C
of the generator electrode GEN. This load C e.g. can take place by measuring the voltage drop at a connection impedance
Z, that is connected between the generator G and the generator electrode GEN (schematically illustrated as signal S in
the Fig. 11). This method of the detection of the touch thereby can be advantageous, as this can be implemented in
certain applications with a minor expenditure in electrodes. It is also possible to use a dedicated sensing electrode for
the load capacitance C (which is designated e.g. as GEN’ in the figure 10). Then such an electrode GEN’ is connected
to the generator G, e.g. like the drawing in the figure 12.
[0058] Even if the touch detection electrode (or the generator electrode), as illustrated in figure 10, is placed in the
middle of the detection area and is executed transparent (as coating or web) such an electrode configuration can
accommodate a display behind itself. Then both the gesture and touch control are possible on the display.
[0059] An electrode configuration particularly advantageous for the structure around a display is shown in Fig. 13. In
this configuration the generator electrode GEN is executed as frame below the position detection electrodes EL1, EL2,
EL3, EL4 and it must not be transparent, in order to not cover the subjacent display D. The shield of EL1 to EL4 of the
display and the touch detection is carried out by the transparent electrode SE that is situated in a layer between the
generator electrode GEN and the display D.
[0060] When the generator electrode GEN is sensitive for the change of capacitance, the shielding electrode SE must
not be connected galvanically, since its capacitive coupling CK to the generator electrode GEN is sufficient for the
function (Fig. 14).
[0061] It is possible to connect also the electrode SE instead of the touch detection electrode EL5 (compare Figure
2). There it will ensure also the necessary shield of the electrodes from the display.
[0062] It is also possible to use the same electrode assemblies as shown in the figures 6, 7 and 8 for the system with
capacitance sensitive generator electrode. Only the description EL5 on GEN / GEN’ must be changed for it.
[0063] As it can be seen in the figures 15 and 16 it is possible to fit the system according to the invention with a carrier
electrode, that extends on one lower side of the electrode relative to the detection zone below the electrode group. By
means of this carrier electrode a rear shielding can be achieved. The carrier electrode can be connected to the circuit
arrangement or another driver circuit, in such a way that this carrier electrode is operated as shielding electrode, for the
extensive shielding of the lower side of the electrode group. The carrier electrode can be also used even for the touch
detection.
[0064] In figure 17 a portable computer is illustrated, that comprises a keyboard T as well as an input system S
according to the invention. This input system is configured in such a way that it allows the generation of input signals,
which correlate as such with manual input operations executed by the user. The input system comprises an electrode
group integrated into the touch pad area near the keyboard comprising several plane electrodes adjacent to each other.
The input system comprises moreover a circuit arrangement coupled to the electrodes of the electrode group. The
electrode group and the circuit arrangement constitute a sensor circuit which both allow a detection of a status to evaluate
as a physical contacting of the equipment component, and a position detection of the hand or a finger of a user in a area
placed spatially upstream of the equipment component. In the case of a physical contacting occurs a two-dimensional
resolution of the finger position. While the finger, as indicated, lies in an observation area situated on the input system
takes place a spatial resolution of the finger top position.
[0065] In figure 18 a variant of a system is shown according to the invention executed as a flat structure and can be
coupled by means of electrical signals with a computer system R. In this flat structure of the housing is situated an
electrode arrangement, that both allows a spatial position resolution of the finger top position and a two dimensional
position resolution in case of the physical contacting, or - depending on the configuration - from sufficiently narrow
approximation. The position detection occurs on the basis of capacitive interaction effects, their dimension correlates in
the end with the position of the hand of the user.
[0066] In the figure 19 is shown the use of the system according to the invention in connection with a projection
apparatus B. On the speaker’s desk, which is recognizable here is situated a system S according to the invention that
allows a detection of the spatial position of a finger of the speaker and a gesture detection and a cursor control based
on this. The system S is configured in such a way, that it changes from the 3D-mode into a touch pad mode with 2D
finger position detection in case of physical contacting.
[0067] Thus, in summary, according to various embodiments, a system for generating input signals correlating as
such with manual input operations executed by the user, may comprise an electrode group integrated into a equipment
component comprising several flat shaped electrodes adjacent to each other, and a circuit arrangement coupled with
the electrodes of the electrode group, wherein the electrode group and the circuit arrangement constitute a sensor circuit
which both allows a detection of a status to evaluate as physical contacting of the equipment component, and also a
position detection of the hand or a finger of a user in a area which is spatially located in front of the equipment component.
[0068] According to a further embodiment, the position detection primary can be accomplished by means of an electrode
subgroup contained in the electrode group comprising several subelectrodes spaced one from the others. According to
a further embodiment, the electrode group can be configured in such a way that it substantially covers in its totality the
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full surface area serving as touch detection zone surface. According to a further embodiment, the electrode group may
comprise a main electrode and those subelectrodes. According to a further embodiment, the total area of the subelec-
trodes can be smaller than the total area of the main electrode or the subelectrodes each time have one smaller electrode
surface as the main electrode, or that the subelectrodes can be arranged in the edge zone of the detection zone, and/or
the subelectrodes can be strip-like electrode structures extend along the edge of the detection zone. According to a
further embodiment, the detection zone may comprise edge zones, and that the subelectrodes are arranged in these
edge areas. According to a further embodiment, the subelectrodes can be arranged in an area embraced by the main
electrode, and/or the detection zone may represent a substantially rectangular area, and/or the electrode subgroup
substantially may be configured rotation symmetrical in the detection zone. According to a further embodiment, the
electrode subgroup may comprise four subelectrodes and the position of the subelectrodes can be fixed so that the
surface centres of gravity of the subelectrodes represent the edges of a rectangle, a rhombus, or a square. According
to a further embodiment, a carrier electrode can be provided that extends on one lower side of the electrode relative to
the detection zone below the electrode group. According to a further embodiment, this carrier electrode can be connected
to the circuit arrangement, and this carrier electrode can be operated as shielding electrode for the extensive shielding
of the lower part of the electrode group. According to a further embodiment, at least one of the electrodes can be
transparent, especially designed as an ITO layer electrode.
[0069] According to yet another embodiment, in a method for generating input signals correlating as such with manual
input operations executed by the user, by means of an electrode group integrated into a equipment component comprising
several plane shaped electrodes adjacent to each other, takes place both a detection of a status to evaluate as a physical
contacting of the equipment component, and a position detection in an area placed spatially in front of the equipment
component, wherein the touch detection takes place according to a detection criterion, that is applied on the signals, or
values derived thereof which are determined or generated within the scope of the position detection.
[0070] According to a further embodiment of the method, the detection criterion can be a dynamic criterion concerning
the occurrence of characteristics over the time response of the indicative signal contribution relative to the position of
the Z-axis. According to a further embodiment of the method, this detection criterion may comprise an observation of a
detected position of the Z-axis, and that a contact is detected, when a certain distance to the equipment component
appears as to be below. According to a further embodiment of the method, in the case of a contact a two-dimensional
detection of the movement of a finger and a spatial detection of a finger or a hand of a user is made possible, wherein
the function of a computer system connected to the display device can be coordinated by gesture-like inputs, which are
executed in front of the display device.
[0071] According to yet another embodiment, a computer monitor may comprise a display and a keyboard equipment,
in which both in the display, and in the keyboard equipment is integrated a detection means allowing in a field-electrical
way a spatial detection of a finger or a hand of a user, wherein the device function can be coordinated by gesture-like
inputs that are executed in front of the display and in front of the keyboard equipment.

Claims

1. System for generating input signals correlating with manual input operations executed by the user, comprising:

- an electrode group comprising a generator electrode (GEN) and a plurality of associated receiving electrodes
(EL1-5) integrated into an equipment component, wherein the generator electrode (GEN) and the plurality of
receiving electrodes (EL1-5) are formed by flat shaped electrodes and at least some of the receiving electrodes
(EL1-4) are arranged within a plane and extend along the edge of a detection zone and wherein the generator
electrode (GEN) is arranged in a plane below the plane of the receiving electrodes (EL1-5), and
- a circuit arrangement (GestIC) coupled with the electrodes (GEN, EL1-5) of the electrode group,
- wherein the electrode group and the circuit arrangement (GestIC) constitute a sensor circuit which both allows
a detection of a status to be evaluated as physical contacting of the equipment component, and also as a
position detection of the hand or a finger of a user in an area which is spatially located in front of the equipment
component.

2. System according to claim 1, characterised in that the position detection is accomplished by means of a receiving
electrode subgroup (EL1-4) contained in the electrode group comprising several receiving electrodes (EL1-4) spaced
one from the others.

3. System according to claim 2, characterised in that the electrode group is configured in such a way that the receiving
electrodes (EL1-5) substantially cover the full surface area serving as a touch detection zone surface.
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4. System according to claim 3, characterised in that the generator electrode (GEN) covers the detection zone.

5. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 4, characterised in that the total area of the receiving electrodes
(EL1-5) is smaller than the total area of the generator electrode (GEN) or that the receiving electrodes (EL1-5) each
have one smaller electrode surface as the generator electrode (GEN).

6. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 5, characterised in that four receiving electrodes (EL1-4) are
arranged in areas along four edges of the detection zone.

7. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 6, characterised in that the detection zone represents a substantially
rectangular area, and/or that the receiving electrodes (EL1-5) substantially are configured as rotationally symmetrical
in the detection zone.

8. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 7, characterised in that the receiving electrodes (EL 1-5) include
four receiving electrodes (EL1-4) whose position is fixed so that the surface centres of gravity of the receiving
electrodes (EL1-4) represent the edges of a rectangle, a rhombus or a square.

9. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 8, characterised in that a further generator electrode (GEN’) is
provided that is arranged in the same plane as the receiving electrodes (EL1-4) and the receiving electrodes (EL1-4)
are arranged around a perimeter of the further generator electrode (GEN’).

10. System according to any of claims 1 to 9, further comprising a shielding electrode (SE), in particular a transparent
shielding electrode (SE), arranged between the generator electrode (GEN) and a display (D).

11. System according to at least one of claims 1 to 10, characterised in that at least one of the electrodes is transparent,
especially designed as an ITO layer electrode.

12. Method for generating input signals correlating with manual input operations executed by a user, wherein an electrode
group is integrated into an equipment component comprising several plane shaped receiving electrodes (EL1-5)
and a generator electrode (GEN), wherein the generator electrode (GEN) and the plurality of receiving electrodes
(EL1-5) are formed by flat shaped electrodes and at least some of the receiving electrodes (EL1-4) are arranged
within a plane and extend along the edge of a detection zone and wherein the generator electrode (GEN) is arranged
in a plane below the plane of the receiving electrodes (EL1-5), the method comprising:

by means of said generator electrode (GEN) and said receiving electrodes (EL1-5), both a detection of a status
to be evaluated as a physical contacting of the equipment component, and also as a position detection in an
area placed spatially in front of the equipment component is performed, wherein the touch detection takes place
according to a detection criterion that is applied to the signals, or values derived thereof which are determined
or generated within the scope of the position detection.

13. Method according to claim 12, characterised in that the detection criterion is a dynamic criterion based on the
occurrence of characteristics over the time response of the indicative signal contribution relative to the position on
the Z-axis.

14. Method according to claims 12 or 13, characterised in that the detection criterion comprises an observation of a
detected position on the Z-axis, and that a contact is detected when the detected position is below a certain distance
to the equipment component.

15. Display device comprising a system according to one of claims 1 to 11, wherein in the case of a contact a two-
dimensional detection of the movement of a finger and a spatial detection of a finger or a hand of a user are
determined, wherein the function of a computer system connected to the display device can be coordinated by
gesture-like inputs which are executed in front of the display device.

Patentansprüche

1. System zur Erzeugung von mit manuellen, durch den Anwender ausgeführten Eingabeoperationen korrelierenden
Eingangssignalen, das aufweist:
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eine Elektrodengruppe, die eine Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) und eine Vielzahl von zugehörigen, in ein Vorrich-
tungselement integrierten Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) aufweist, wobei die Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) und die
Vielzahl von Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) durch flach geformte Elektroden ausgebildet sind und zumindest
einige der Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) in einer Ebene angeordnet sind und sich entlang der Kante eines
Erfassungsbereichs erstrecken und wobei die Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) in einer Ebene unterhalb der Ebene
der Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) angeordnet ist,
und
eine Schaltungsanordnung (GestIC), die mit den Elektroden (GEN, EL1-5) der Elektrodengruppe gekoppelt ist,
wobei die Elektrodengruppe und die Schaltungsanordnung (GestIC) eine Sensorschaltung ausbilden, die sowohl
eine Erfassung eines Zustands ermöglicht, der als physische Berührung des Vorrichtungselements bewertet
wird, als auch eine Positionserfassung der Hand oder eines Fingers eines Anwenders in einem Bereich, der
räumlich vor dem Vorrichtungselement angeordnet ist.

2. System gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Positionserfassung mittels einer Empfangselek-
trodenuntergruppe (EL1-4) ausgeführt wird die in der Elektrodengruppe enthalten ist, die mehrere Empfangselek-
troden (EL1-4) aufweist, die voneinander beabstandet sind.

3. System gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Elektrodengruppe auf derartige Weise konfiguriert
ist, dass die Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) im Wesentlichen den gesamten Oberflächenbereich bedecken, der als
eine Berührungserfassungsbereichsfläche dient.

4. System gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) den Erfassungsbereich
bedeckt.

5. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Gesamtfläche der
Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) kleiner ist als die Gesamtfläche der Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) oder dass die Empfang-
selektroden (EL1-5) jeweils eine kleinere Elektrodenfläche aufweisen, als die Erzeugerelektrode (GEN).

6. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass vier Empfangselektroden
(EL1-4) in Bereichen entlang vier Kanten des Erfassungsbereichs angeordnet sind.

7. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Erfassungsbereich
einen im Wesentlichen rechteckigen Bereich darstellt, und/oder dass die Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) im Wesent-
lichen als rotationssymmetrisch in dem Erfassungsbereich konfiguriert sind.

8. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Empfangselektroden
(EL1-5) vier Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) beinhalten, deren Position so festgelegt ist, dass die Flächenschwerpunkte
der Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) die Kanten eines Rechtecks, einer Raute oder eines Quadrates darstellen.

9. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine weitere Erzeugere-
lektrode (GEN’) bereitgestellt wird, die in der gleichen Ebene wie die Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) angeordnet ist
und die Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) um einen Umfang der weiteren Erzeugerelektrode (GEN’) angeordnet sind.

10. System gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, das weiterhin eine Abschirmelektrode (SE) aufweist, im Besonderen
eine transparente Abschirmelektrode (SE), die zwischen der Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) und einem Display (D) an-
geordnet ist.

11. System gemäß zumindest einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass zumindest eine der
Elektroden transparent, im Besonderen als eine ITO-Schichtelektrode ausgestaltet ist.

12. Verfahren zur Erzeugung von mit manuellen, durch den Anwender ausgeführten Eingabeoperationen korrelierenden
Eingangssignalen, wobei eine Elektrodengruppe in ein Vorrichtungselement integriert ist, das mehrere flach aus-
gebildete Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) und eine Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) aufweist, wobei die Erzeugerelektrode
(GEN) und die Vielzahl von Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) durch flach ausgeformte Elektroden ausgebildet sind und
zumindest einige der Empfangselektroden (EL1-4) in einer Ebene angeordnet sind und sich entlang der Kante eines
Erfassungsbereichs erstrecken und wobei die Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) in einer Ebene unterhalb der Ebene der
Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) angeordnet ist, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:
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mittels der Erzeugerelektrode (GEN) und der Empfangselektroden (EL1-5) wird sowohl eine Erfassung eines
Zustands ausgeführt, der als physische Berührung des Vorrichtungselements bewertet wird, als auch eine
Positionserfassung der Hand oder eines Fingers eines Anwenders in einem Bereich, der räumlich vor dem
Vorrichtungselement angeordnet ist, wobei die Berührungserfassung gemäß einem Detektionskriterium statt-
findet, das auf die Signale oder von diesen abgeleitete Werte angewendet wird, die im Rahmen der Positions-
erfassung bestimmt oder erzeugt werden.

13. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Detektionskriterium ein dynamisches Kriterium
ist, das auf dem Auftreten von Eigenschaften im Zeitverhalten des indikativen Signalbeitrags relativ zu der Position
auf der Z-Achse basiert.

14. Verfahren gemäß Ansprüchen 12 oder 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Detektionskriterium eine Betrach-
tung einer festgestellten Position auf der Z-Achse aufweist, und dass eine Berührung festgestellt wird, wenn die
festgestellte Position unterhalb eines bestimmten Abstandes zu dem Vorrichtungselement liegt.

15. Displayanordnung, die ein System gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11 aufweist, wobei im Fall einer Berührung
eine zweidimensionale Erfassung der Bewegung eines Fingers und eine räumliche Erfassung eines Fingers oder
einer Hand eines Anwenders bestimmt werden, wobei die Funktion eines mit der Displayanordnung verbundenen
Computersystems durch gestenartige Eingaben koordiniert werden kann, die vor der Displayanordnung ausgeführt
werden.

Revendications

1. Système destiné à générer des signaux d’entrée en corrélation avec des opérations d’entrée manuelle exécutées
par l’utilisateur, comportant :

- un groupe d’électrodes comprenant une électrode génératrice (GEN) et une pluralité d’électrodes réceptrices
associées (EL1-5) intégrées dans un composant d’équipement, dans lequel l’électrode génératrice (GEN) et
la pluralité d’électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5) sont formées par des électrodes de forme plate et au moins certaines
des électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4) sont agencées dans un plan et s’étendent le long de l’arête d’une zone de
détection, et dans lequel l’électrode génératrice (GEN) est agencée dans un plan en dessous du plan des
électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5) ; et
- un agencement de circuit (GestIC) couplé avec les électrodes (GEN, EL1-5) du groupe d’électrodes ;
- dans lequel le groupe d’électrodes et l’agencement de circuit (GestIC) constituent un circuit de capteur qui à
la fois permet une détection d’un état à évaluer comme un contact physique du composant d’équipement, et
également comme une détection de position de la main ou d’un doigt d’un utilisateur dans une zone qui est
spatialement située en regard du composant d’équipement.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la détection de position est accomplie au moyen d’un
sous-groupe d’électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4) contenu dans le groupe d’électrodes comportant plusieurs électrodes
réceptrices (EL1-4) espacées les unes des autres.

3. Système selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que le groupe d’électrodes est configuré de sorte que les
électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5) couvrent sensiblement la zone de surface complète servant de surface de zone de
détection tactile.

4. Système selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que l’électrode génératrice (GEN) couvre la zone de détection.

5. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en que la superficie totale des électrodes
réceptrices (EL1-5) est inférieure à la superficie totale de l’électrode génératrice (GEN) ou en ce que les électrodes
réceptrices (EL1-5) présentent chacune une surface d’électrode plus petite que celle de l’électrode génératrice
(GEN).

6. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que quatre électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4)
sont agencées dans des zones le long de quatre arêtes de la zone de détection.

7. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que la zone de détection représente
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une zone sensiblement rectangulaire, et/ou en ce que les électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5) sont sensiblement confi-
gurées comme étant symétriques en rotation dans la zone de détection.

8. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que les électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5)
incluent quatre électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4) dont la position est fixe de sorte que les centres de gravité de surface
des électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4) représentent les arêtes d’un rectangle, d’un losange ou d’un carré.

9. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce qu’une électrode génératrice supplé-
mentaire (GEN’) est fournie laquelle est agencée dans le même plan que les électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4), et les
électrodes réceptrices (EL1-4) sont agencées autour d’un périmètre de l’électrode génératrice supplémentaire
(GEN’).

10. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, comprenant en outre une électrode de protection (SE),
en particulier une électrode de protection transparente (SE), agencée entre l’électrode génératrice (GEN) et un
affichage (D).

11. Système selon au moins l’une des revendications 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce qu’au moins l’une des électrodes est
transparente, et spécialement conçue comme une électrode de couche ITO.

12. Procédé de génération de signaux d’entrée en corrélation avec des opérations d’entrée manuelle exécutées par
un utilisateur, dans lequel un groupe d’électrodes est intégré dans un composant d’équipement comportant plusieurs
électrodes réceptrices de forme plate (EL1-5) et une électrode génératrice (GEN), dans lequel l’électrode génératrice
(GEN) et la pluralité d’électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5) sont formées par des électrodes de forme plate et au moins
certaines des électrodes réceptrices (EL 1-4) sont agencées dans un plan et s’étendent le long de l’arête d’une
zone de détection, et dans lequel l’électrode génératrice (GEN) est agencée dans un plan en dessous du plan des
électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5), le procédé comprenant les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

mettre en oeuvre, au moyen de ladite électrode génératrice (GEN) et desdites électrodes réceptrices (EL1-5),
à la fois une détection d’un état à évaluer comme un contact physique du composant d’équipement et également
comme une détection de position dans une zone placée spatialement en regard du composant d’équipement,
dans lequel la détection tactile a lieu selon un critère de détection qui est appliqué aux signaux, ou des valeurs
dérivées connexes qui sont déterminées ou générées dans le cadre de la détection de position.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, caractérisé en ce que le critère de détection est un critère dynamique basé sur
l’occurrence de caractéristiques sur la réponse temporelle de la contribution de signal indicative relativement à la
position sur l’axe des Z.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 12 ou 13, caractérisé en ce que le critère de détection comporte une observation
d’une position détectée sur l’axe des Z, et en ce qu’un contact est détecté lorsque la position détectée est inférieure
à une certaine distance jusqu’au composant d’équipement.

15. Dispositif d’affichage comprenant un système selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, dans lequel, en
cas de contact, une détection bidimensionnelle du mouvement d’un doigt et une détection spatiale d’un doigt ou
d’une main d’un utilisateur sont déterminées, dans lequel la fonction d’un système informatique connecté au dispositif
d’affichage peut être coordonnée par des entrées gestuelles qui sont exécutées en regard du dispositif d’affichage.
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